
Description

Low-attribution (“Low-A”) networks are multi-cloud clusters of virtual machines linked 
together to create disposable, mission-specific software-defined wide area networks. 
These SD-WANs disassociate the endpoints of a communication’s transmission through 
an ever-shifting network topology—employing a Moving Target Defense strategy.

Value to the Warfighter

Comms in Contested Urban Environments

Automating Low-A deployments increases operational 
efficiency 103x and reduces human costs by 80% or more.

- Enhanced situational awareness via mission specific, coalition collaboration networks.

- Scalable, single-tenant SD-WANs built from scratch in <30 minutes.

- Cross spectrum (ISP, cell, satellite) compatibility. 

- Traceless, encrypted connectivity, including multi-region entry points.

- Full suite of tools—video, messaging, fileshare, phone, and custom (*tradecraft redacted*).

Objectives

VariantsComms in Contested Urban Environments
- Establish a resilient baseline comms structure to aid warfighter situational awareness.

- Build out-of-band networks that facilitate collaboration with allies and across branches.

- Move faster and smarter against advanced persistent cyber threats.

- [Principal] Moving Target Defense Software-Defined Wide Area Neworks (MTD SD-WANs)

- Polymorphic Network topologies

- Mission Partner Networks

- Discreet Networks

- Manual low-attrib networks 

STOs

NC/NM 6.3-1

P/Mit 7.2-4

FS/FPrep 1.2-1

C2/Und 5.2-1


BA/ISR 2.1-1

BA/ISR 2.1-3

BA/ISR 2.1-6

NC/IA 6.4-2


Intelligence Gathering and Disassociation
- Disposable virtual desktops with custom toolkits and fresh IP cycling.

- Burn-back prevention, asset identity protection. 

- Full transmission breaks (ISP-to-Cell, Cell-to-cell).

Remote Access
- Securely connect to field assets and sensors in <30 seconds.

- Resilient, secure connectivity.

- Time-based access built atop disposable infrastructure—burn after use.


Remote Access
- Enable remote optimization of deployed assets. 

- Resilient, secure connectivity.

- Time-based access built atop disposable infrastructure—burn after use.


LOW-ATTRIBUTION NETWORKS

Intelligence Gathering and Disassociation
- Establish modern best practices for intel gathering, persona management, and threat research.

- Protect the identities of personnel and critical field assets. 

- Safeguard mission secrecy, including from internal threats. 

- Better “sheeps-clothing” when infiltrating target organizations. 

- Scalabilty based upon playbooks that protect against inadvertent human error. 
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